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everyoneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a aliebn when ur a aliebn tooÃ‚Â is the illustrated story of a lonely alien sent to

observe Earth,Ã‚Â only toÃ‚Â meet all sorts of creatures with all sorts of perspectives on life, love,

and happiness,Ã‚Â allÃ‚Â while learning to feel a little better about being an alienÃ¢â‚¬â€•based on

the enormously popular Twitter account, @jonnysun.Here is the unforgettable story of Jomny, a

lonely alienÃ‚Â who, for the first time ever,Ã‚Â findsÃ‚Â a homeÃ‚Â on our planetÃ‚Â after

learning that earthlings can feel lonely too.Ã‚Â Jomny finds friendship in a bear tired of other

creatures running away in fear, an egg struggling to decide what to hatch into, an owl working its

way to being wise, a tree feeling stuck in one place, a tadpole coming to terms with turning into a

frog, a dying ghost, a puppyÃ‚Â unable to express itself, and many more.Through this story of a

lost, lonely and confused alien finding friendship, acceptance, and love among the creatures of

Earth, we will all learn how to be a little more human. And for all of us earth-bound creatures here on

this planet, we can all be reminded that sometimes, it takes an outsider to help us see ourselves for

who we truly are.Ã‚Â 
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Jomny SunÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s incredible writing knocks you to the floor, breathless, then scoops

you up and gives you a kiss where it hurts before it occurs to you to cry. Read this book only if you

want to feel more alive.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Lin-Manuel Miranda)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Jomny Sun has created a frightened,

hopeful view of Life As We Know It from the perspective of a weirdly relatable alien intelligence.

Fantastic.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Patton Oswalt)Ã¢â‚¬Å“This book is funny and sad, simple and complex, badly



spelled and beautifully written. Jonmy Sun gets more out of a panel than most do out of a page,

revealing obvious yet hidden truths as only someone one step out of step could.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Joss

Whedon)Impressively sincere, at times insightful, and humorousÃ¢â‚¬Â¦. SunÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fans will

welcome his first book with wild enthusiasmÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ (Library Journal)

Jonathan Sun is the author behind @jonnysun. When he isn't tweeting, he is an architect, designer,

engineer, artist, playwright and comedy writer. His work across multiple disciplines is concerned

with narratives of human experience. As a playwright, Jonathan's work has been performed at the

Yale School of Drama, Factory Theater in Toronto, Hart House Theater, Theater Lab in Toronto,

and the University of Toronto Drama Festival (where he received the PresidentÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Award for

Best Production). As an artist and illustrator, his work has been commissioned by the New Haven

ArtSpace, and exhibited at MIT, the Yale School of Architecture, and the University of Toronto. His

comedic work has appeared in NPR, BuzzFeed, Playboy, GQ, and McSweeneyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s. He is

currently a doctoral student at MIT and a Berkman Klein Fellow at Harvard.

I came across this book being discussed on Twitter and it seemed to loom large in some of the

geekier circles, so I couldn't resist check it out.I am SO GLAD I did. It's an immediate classic in the

vein of Shel Silverstein and Dr Suess-simple and poignant and much much deeper than you

assume. It seems, at first glance, that it is a children's book-all smiles and lightness, but there is an

underlying current of the darker side of life including a wonderful nod to the Giving Tree that just

immediately drew me in. It is really quite wonderful for anyone of all ages.

a beautiful, sweet, heartwarming story. there are so many levels this work should be appreciated on,

from the hand drawn pages to the unexpected humor and the sincere sadness, and each character

carefully formed. a must read for all humans, especially those who feel alone

This amazing not-so-little book offers a poetic insight to the meaning of life by approaching it from

the outside looking in. With simple yet powerful illustrations, this adorable little aliebn will open your

eyes to new perspectives, or remind you of ones you've discovered and forgotten. I definitely

recommend sharing with a friend to spread the love.

The purest, most surprisingly insightful, darling book of the year.There are layers beyond layers

here; the depth twists and turns, but in a way that can be recognized by both the young and the old.



My 9 year old son loved it as much as I did, for both different and the same reasons.In a time when

there is so much chaos, negativity, isolation, alienation (heh), this book is the perfect warm hug. The

perfect reassurance. The perfect trigger for moments of delighted laughter, delighted and

empathetic tears, and charming insight into what it is to be an aliebn navigating the world of fellow

aliebns - all of us.

I don't usually write  reviews, but jomny's book deserves one. It's cute, sad, happy, and profound at

every turn of the page. It made me cry. There is something in here for everyone to relate to, as well

as something for everyone to feel a little bit better about just being alive. It's so easy to forget how

lucky we are just to experience anything. It's a great reminder that you are not alone in anything you

experience, whether it's your fears, feelings, orientation, identity, or appearance. It's a great and

easy read, and while a couple pages brought me to tears, it made me feel better about my life. I've

been experiencing a few personal and internal struggles both with the world and with myself lately,

and this book helped me. We often rush to figure ourselves and our lives out, to make everything

perfect, when it often only makes you feel worse. There's only one you, and nothing lasts forever, so

you need to enjoy the bouncy castle and make the friends while you're around. Jomny's book is, to

put it simply, amazing.

Books make me happy, sad, frightened, hopeful, or every other emotion someone can feel.

EVERYONE'S A ALIEBN WHEN UR A ALIEBN TOO is different. I can't describe the way I feel after

reading this book. I loved it so much. It's the perfect book for anyone and everyone regardless of

age or reading level.I love books that put a silly smirk on my face even after I've finished and this

book has done that!

I LOVE this book. I knew I'd like it, but I love it so much I've now ordered 5 and have started giving

them to loved ones. It's sweet and cute and lovely but also deep and wise and true. Buy one for

everyone you love.

I don't even do  reviews, but I feel so compelled to shout at the world how much I love this book. It's

simply-written with huge truths and profound insights. I read it yesterday and I've already suggested

it to four different friends. I can say without hesitation that this book is the best ten dollars I've spent

in my entire life. Do yourself a favor, just buy it now.
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